Draperies:
Couch Pillows:
Cubicle Curtains:
Bed Throw:
Solar Shade:

reeds i bone ocean mist

Petrograd/Blue
Petrograd/Blue
Reeds/Bone Ocean Mist
Petrograd/Blue
Pure Screen 10%/White

nexus I reeds

There is nothing quite as primal in natural plant ecology as the flowering
reeds and cattail, also known as bulrush. This pattern is synonymous with
wetlands the world over. Nexus Reeds presents the narrow leaf shoots in bone
over a layered background of nature’s complementary colors.
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collection:
pattern:
width:
vertical repeat:
horizontal repeat:
railroad:
passes nfpa 701:
content:
reversible:

nexus
reeds
118.00”
118.00”
11.75”
no, 3.3 yard panel
yes
100% polyester FR
yes

coordinate: affinity
additional color-ways for this pattern

color: bone chocolate

color: bone emerald sea

color: bone flagstaff

color: bone ocean mist

color: bone onyx

color: bone rising sun

color: bone sierra

color: bone mineral

Patterns may be reduced in size for illustration purposes. Colors will vary based on computer monitor and printer differences. Please request a
swatch to review actual colors. Swatch colors are subject to dye lot variations. Fabrics are also available in custom colors (minimum req.).

Draperies:
Couch Pillows:
Cubicle Curtains:
Bed Throw:
Solar Shade:

Matrix/Anthracite Rising Sun
Affinity/Paprika
Reeds/Anthracite Rising Sun
KAD/Merlot
Pure Screen 5%/White

r e e d s i anthracite rising sun

nexus I reeds

Reeds in rich dusky tones of mocha chocolate, mineral and ocean mist
create a cozier wintery mood with layered backgrounds. This pattern, like
the entire Nexus series, is a horizontal design dream. All bolts are 118 inches
wide for a seamless presentation.
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collection:
pattern:
width:
vertical repeat:
horizontal repeat:
railroad:
passes nfpa 701:
content:
reversible:

nexus
reeds
118.00”
118.00”
11.75”
no, 3.3 yard panel
yes
100% polyester FR
yes

coordinate: affinity
additional color-ways for this pattern

color: mocha chocolate

color: mocha mineral

color: mocha ocean mist

color: mocha rising sun

color: anthracite rising sun

Patterns may be reduced in size for illustration purposes. Colors will vary based on computer monitor and printer differences. Please request a
swatch to review actual colors. Swatch colors are subject to dye lot variations. Fabrics are also available in custom colors (minimum req.).

